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ABSTRACT. A method of solving the Boltzmann et{uation for the distribution funis 
tion of eleotroris in slightly ionized argon with crossed el(M*ti*ic and magnetic fields is outlined 
using Cl(»lant’s analytical approximations of the experimental data on tlie cross-sections for 
elastic and inelastic collisions, 3'he distribution function is obtained in the presence of an 
electric field of arbitrary frequency (‘rossed wdth a constant magnetic field as well as in the 
prosenco of crossed d.c. electric and magnetic fields.

It has been found from the plots of the electron distribution function that (i) for a given 
Ejp, the distribution with crossed d.c. electric and magnetic fiidds contains more low energy 
electrons than that with only d.c, electric fiedd, and (ii) that in a given transverse magnetic 
field, the electron distribution for a higher Efp is richer in higluT energy electrons than that 
for a lower value of Ejp.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The prolilem of oloctron velocity distribution in a gaseous discharge has been 
the subject of investigation for many years. The knowledge of the distribution 
function is important in the study of transport plienomena in ionized gases. 
Recently Golant (1957, 1959) has determined the electron distribution in argon 
under the influence of a high frequency field using an analytical approximation 
of the experimental data on cross-sections of elastic and inelastic collisions of 
electrons with argon atoms. By solving the Boltzmann equation numerically 
Engelhardt and Phelps (1964) have found that the electron distribution obtained 
by them agrees satisfactoritly w th  tliat of Golant. Thus the approximations 
used in the analysis of Golant have produced no appreciable distortion in the 
resulting electron distribution. In the present communication the method 
of Golant has been extended to obtain the electron distribution in argon in the 
presence of an electric field of arbitrary frequency crossed with a constant
magnetic field, The case of crossed d.c. electric and magnetic fields has also 
been treated.
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T H E  E L E C T R O N  D I S T R I B U T I O N  F U N C T I O N

The electron velocity distribution function f(v) can bo obtained by solving 
the well-known Boltzmann transport equation In the case where tlu* clenitrons 
are acted on simultaneously by electric and magnetic fields and where the elc(.*trou 
density gradient is negligible, the Boltzmann liquation is given by
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dt ... (1)

where a =  — - — {E is the electric; field exjierionced by the; particles),
m

eB(Of, =  J— the electron cyclotron frequency, rnc

the gradient opiu*ator in the velocity spa(;e,

and i^ r )  change of the distribution function in time due to collision.
\ ot/ coll

Expanding the distribution function /(?;) in spherical harjnonics as

/ ? ) = / « + * '- ^  H --  -  (2)V

and substituting the expansion, retaining only first two terms, into Eq, (1) wo ob
tain the following ocjuations for the components of the distribution function (Allis, 
1956)

dt ■ 1  =
= /£ " )

\S t /eoU
... (3)

coj X/i = \St / eoll
... (4)

where E ^  E q cos  6)i5

r
^Eq

m
Writing the collision terms for a slightly ionized gas following Golant (1957), 

Eqs. (3) and (4) become

5 /, cos i  i  /  ”Vo \ f̂o
H f  - M v > d v \  A, ) A„. ’

... (6)
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(It
(6)

H(iro Ae is the diffusion mean freepath for elastic collisions and the corres
ponding quantity for inelastic processes. The last term in Eq. (5) is dropped out 
h(dow the threshold for inelastic processes. The above form of collision terms 
have been derived on the assmiiptions that (i) the thermal energy of the neutral 
partick^s is negligible in comparison with the average electron energy, that (ii) 
an ek'ctron loses its energy completely during an inelastic collision and that (iii) 
th<? inelaj-tic collisions do not affect the distribution symmetry.

In th e  case of crossed  e lec tr ic  a n d  m a g n e t ic  fields, with the magnetic field 
along th e  2— a x is , Eq. (6) can  be w Titton a s

Jlar ... (6a)

-TyCOSwi %
dv la- nv ... (6b)

dt flZ

Multiplying Eq. (66) by i, adding it to Eq. (6a). and putting

^  Y(r+i7u =  7^ 
the following equation is obtained :

dt

... (6c)

... (7)

Considering / q to be independent of time, the steady state solution of Eq. (7) 
is given by

f.l =  f _____- _____
dv I <0*+(v/Ae-»(Oj)* ' <o*+(®/Ae-i<0j)*sin cos Cdt ]  -  (8)

the steady state solution of Eq. (6c) yielding/,, =  0. Substituting fo r/ , in Eq. 
(6) and taking the time average,

/  A  I t .  %>_______[ ^ + V + » W ]  1
6e» dv \ A,  dv[(<o-Oi)H»W][(w+^i;)*+t;*/A,*3 J

S  ®* 9» \ A« / ... (9)
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Substituting =  xuq, where % =  2 elIJm , U q being the threshold for 
inelastic processes, Eq. (9) becomes

2 7^ 9 i dj.
I w* 3* I

L(l+(wj^>)*±mo/(A«»w*)]
A« dx [(1 — wj,/«)*+a;Mo/(Aiw*)JL(I+ o>t/o))*+irMo/(A**u;*)]

_  d I x%  \  I  u^^‘%
d x \ T ,  ) r  x ; r  -

?
Upto this point the treatment is quite g en ia l and Eq. (10) can be solved for 

the isotropic part of the distribution function i^ any gas by udng suitable values 
of collision cross sections. Lax, Allis and Bro|m (1950) have obtained a similar 
equation which they have eventually treated by assuming constant collision fre
quency. Following Golant (1957) we assume that the collision mean freepaths 
A, and Â^̂  have energy dependences given by

10A,«

for X > I 

for 1 >  ir >  0.1 

for ;r <  0.1

... (11a)

and  ̂ _ *̂ ne__ for A’ >  1 ... (lib )

where x =  . v is the electron energy and tJ, =  11.5ev is the first ionization 
f-'o

potential of argon.

Thus for the region a; >  1, Eq. (10) reduces to 

3 / d/o \ , ,3xi - g  ) -i-eex̂  ~  { x ^ % )- fix H x - l) f,  =  0, ... (12)

where

a = 3m ^
i  [ i + ( i — . w a  [ 1 +  s ^ ‘ { * + ( r ) * +  ? } “■ ]■

/? = 2 y^A.

<o*A.»‘



Ah a <  <  /A tlic effor t  of olastic collision is negligible in the region a: >  1 and Eq.
(12) can be solved for the distribution function /«(»;) in the region a: >  1 (Golant,
m u )  :

/„(x) =  a;-*>/^(a-l)»A',„ [ 3 ]
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... (13)

wlu‘R‘ A\/3 is tlu‘ MacDonald function. An arbitrary multiplying constant is 
implied in the above solution which is obtained by normalization.

At .r “  I the distribution function/(,(a;) as given in Eip (13) and its first deri
vative bi‘Come

/„(!)--. L91/y~v«; /o'(l)//o(l)=-[0.75+0.73A^/3] ... (U)

In the n'gioiiH 0.1 <  .r <1 and .r <  0.1 it has been shown by Golant (1957) 

that tlic term involving ^  can be negJeeted. Thus substituting for in Eq.(lO) 

from Eqs. (11) and integrating we obtain for the region 0.1 <  .r <  1

djc I q̂ ]

and

U x) ^  B + A  [ a - ( 1 -  ) - £ ,  -I (in + 2 ^ 3  tan~i } ] .

... (15)
where

k. 4?*(w,,/w)2

The constants of integration A ami B  ■determined by matching d fjd x  and ff,{x) 
at X == 1, are given by

A -  _ i l± 9 * L _  r t u ... (16)

In (1+g)*
(1-(?+?*)

-2 \/3  tan - x i - f f }] ™
Similarly for the region x <  0.1

3 /o _  c [(*+10V )*-10‘Jb] 
dx ** [a:+10V]



and
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/o(a:) =  D-{-c[ln x —

93

... (18)

The constants of integration and D detcrt|ine(l by matching d fjd x  and f^{x) 
at X =  0.1, are given by |

0  =  0.1^ I ... (19)

/ ) = / o(1)-^[0 .6697-50 .59»(i - ™ ) ~ ^ J 1  In (1 +  lOV)

The above expression [Eqs. (13), (15) and (18)] give the electron distribution 
function in slightly ionized argon in tlie presence of an ac elocfric field of frequency 
(0 crossed with a constant magnetic field.

In the case of a d.c. electric fi(dd (co — 0) crossed with constant magnetic 
field, the following equation is obtained instead of Eq. (9) :

d (v^ 1 dfo \ ^   ̂ ( ^^0 \ __
*Sv̂  Ag v^/Ag^) dv ) '' M  dv \ Ag )

... (9a)

the factor of 1/2 in the left hand side of Eq. (9), obtained by taking the 
time average, being omitted. The solutions of Eq. (9a) in tlie three energy 
regions are :

/o(x) =  x -^ '\x ~ \) iK ,„  [ I  ! i \  ( x - l f / ^  ], a; >  1;

/o(*) =  ^ 1* — O. l  <  a; <  1; 

f^{x) =  ~10*(7jC,/a:+ In x+D^, x  <  0.1 ;
where

“  1

fi =
0*

(21)

( 22)

(23)

1+Ci /'o(l)

B,=/o(l)~/'o(l) —
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/V^)»

i> i= /o a ) - / 'o (n
0.6697 ~-50.5gi

l4 -g “

T1ioh(̂ c‘xpreH8ioii8 [Ecjs. (21), (22) and (23)] for the distribution function with 
i rosBCfl d.c. electric and magnetic fields become similar to those obtained by Golant 
(1957) for the caxî  of a.c. electric field if <ô is replaced by co. The applicability 
of this subfeititutic n lias been pointed out by EngeJhardt and Phelps (1963) as well. 
Further it is to be noted that Eqs. (21), (22) and (23) can be obtained from E(j[s.
(13), (15) and (18) respectively, by putting <o 0 and /y/2 —

From the electron V''clocity distribution function /o(*r) one obtains then the 
elctitron (mergy distribution function V(x) by moans of the relationship

... (24)
.f x%(ir)dx 
0

Plots of the electron energy distribution function arc shown in Figs. (1) and (2) 
for scweral values of magnetic field and Ejp in the case of crossed d.c. electric 
and magnetic fields. The (corresponding curves for only d.c. electric field art also 
plotted in the same figures for (comparison.

D 1 S g U S S T N

By using the cross-sections for elastic and inelastic collisions as given by 
(xolant, we hav(̂  detc^rmined the electron v(docity distribution in argon under 
the influen(!(̂  of crosstKl electric and magnetic fields. Eqs. (13), (15) and (18) 
above give, res})ectively, the isotropic part of the electron distribution function f^ix) 
in the regions a- >  1, o.i <  a: <  I and ;r <  0.1 for an a.c. electric field crossed Avith 
a (ionstant magnetic field. For the case of crossed d.c. clecitric and magnetic fields 
the distribution function is given by the Eqs. (21), (22) and (23). I t  is evident 
from these equations as well as from the curves plotted in Figs. (1) and (2) that the 
presence of the magnetic field perpendicular to the electric field has altered the 
dl tribution considerably. In the low energy region curve 1 in Fig. 1 for zero 
magnetic field is lying below the other curves (2, 3, 4, 5 and 6) for successive 
va ues of tht- magnetic field, indicating fewc r low energy electrons in the distribut- 
tion when the magnetic field is absent. Thus the application of the crossed d.c. 

ectrio and magnetic fields causes an excess of low energy electrons over the 
^  J electric field alone is present and the effect increases as the mag- 

ne 1C field is moreased. Our plots of the distribution function further show (Fig. 2)
electros of Ejp the distribution becomes richer in higher energy
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Fig. L—Electron energy distribution for d.c. electric field and crossed d.c. electric and mag
netic fields with Ejp  - 10 V/cm. mm. Hg. and different values of the magnetic field. 
Curve 1 is for zero magnetic field and other curves (2, 3, 4, 5 and 0) for successively 
increasing value of the magnetic field.

It is interesting to note tliat the electron distribution obtained by us for crossed 
d.c. electric and magnetic fields is similar to that found by Golant (1957) 
for a.c. electric field without magnetic field. The similarity arises due to the fact 
that in the parameters and ^ determining foM  the cyclotron frequency and 
the a.c. frequency co occur in the same place. Perhaps this similarity between 
the two distributions indicates that the mechanism of energy transfer to the elec 
trons is similar in both the a.c. fields and the crossed d.c. electric and magnetic 
fields.

Our derivation of the distribution function following the method of Golant 
has the limitation that the distribution function goes to infinity at a; == 0. This 
infinity is spurious, since, unless there is a point source of electrons ̂ at the origin, 
the distribution function must be finite. According to Holstein (1946) this 
spurious infinity is due to break down of basic assumptions in the derivation of
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Fig. 2.—Electron energy distribution for <lifferent values of EJp and magnetic field. Curves : 
(1) Ejp - 10 V/cm.mtn.Hg H — 0; (2) Elp -  100 V/cm.mm.Hg., H — 0; (2) Ejp =  
100 V/em.mm. Hg. H - 20000; (4) Ejp 10 V/cm.mm.Hg., H — 20000.

F(x) when 0. In particular the representation of the velocity distribution
function f(v) by the first two terms of the expansion in Eq.(2) is incorrect when 

<  < 1 . However, this is not a serious defect, since the total number of electrons 
having energy smaller than any limiting value remains finite and goes to zero 
as this limit tends to zero. Thus this would not influence derivation of the 
transport co-efficients by using the distribution function.
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